It is a pity that many reviewers to date appear to have missed hidden depths in An Equal Music1, the latest novel by Vikram Seth. Julia Hansen is a concert pianist who, in her early twenties, is becoming steadily more deaf. The causes are unclear, although a second specialist opinion gives a diagnosis of 'auto-immune ear disease'. A course of steroids and immunosuppressants is prescribed, but when the treatment is withdrawn matters seem to worsen.
As someone profoundly deafened at the age of 4 by meningitis and totally deafened after a road accident at 17, it was from the angle of experience that I cautiously approached this book. The deaf have been notoriously stereotyped in almost every form with varying degrees of inaccuracy over past decades and, frankly, I had little faith that An Equal Music would be an exception to the general rule.
When, after many years, Julia encounters her former lover, violinist Michael Holme, she manages to conceal her handicap skilfully by lip-reading. (As a registered expert in forensic lip-reading I am often asked to decipher closedcircuit TV video evidence to assist the courts of law.) Vikram Seth captures the difficulties of deciphering words which look similar on the lips despite their different sounds. Words such as 'sherry' and 'cherry' present considerable problems for those partially, sometimes progressively, deafened in adulthood. In retrospect, the literary narrative affords some subtle clues the lenghened hair concealing a hearing device, sudden blanks in the conversation, excuses amounting to a downright refusal to communicate by telephone and the seemingly nonchalant manner in which she circumnavigates an entryphone system to the flats. Vikram Seth has astutely figured out our best kept secrets. He also shows an extraordinarily sympathetic insight into what some might see as the lesser difficulties of hearing loss the sudden surprise when approached from behind, the lapses that occur in any sort of candle-lit tryst, the exasperated dislike of companions who mouth words over-emphatically, the pretentious restaurant menus that proffer unknown terminology and the chaos caused by foreign friends who switch wildly from the English language to their own. PO Box 1103, Oxford OX4 1ZB, UK The inability to make or receive telephone calls in total privacy is a major drawback of severe deafness and Julia is forced to communicate by fax rather than telephone, so that her messages are vulnerable to being witnessed, openly or secretively.
When she is engaged to play with the Maggiore Quartet, in which Michael is second violin (he dislikes the term 'second' since the instrument often has lines which are as valid as the first, and an equal share in the conversation), Julia's hearing aid obscures the pitch in a rehearsal of Schubert's Trout Quintet and she has to turn it off despite the obvious disadvantages that this will also cause. The unexpected absence of the double-bass player at a rehearsal leaves her without the solidity of a physical basis of the rhythm (a heavy bass sound in pop music is a gift to the profoundly deaf) and a tricky phase in the scherzo leads to suspicions among the other string players. Vikram Seth's meticulous research is nowhere better demonstrated than in the subtle ways he portrays the shame and humiliation that deafness has the potential to bring. The seemingly innocuous scene in the Orangery when Michael speaks movingly of birdsong has a haunting poignancy when he later receives a letter from Julia in which she mourns her loss of such simple everyday pleasures and describes the 'bitter injustice and deprivation and grief and loss and self pity' that often accompany irreversible hearing loss, 'all mixed up in a frightful lump'. The effects of Julia's increasing deafness are only heightened by Michael's recollection of his awareness of the beauty of sound which first came to him in a concert in Manchester conducted by the elderly and failing Barbirolli.
Throughout this novel there are many parallels between the human and musical emotions. Three musical works dominate the narrative: the Schubert Trout Quintet, Bach's Art of Fugue and a Beethoven piano trio which the composer arranged for string quintet thirty years after its composition (mostly the work of another which was corrected by Beethoven, according to Grove). The trio, a great favourite of Julia and Michael when they were students in Vienna, was later reworked into a totally different format during the years of Beethoven's increasing deafness and frustration and is a kind of metaphor for the pain and impossibility of recapturing a situation that has vanished. Julia cannot live on a diet of forbidden fruit, however passionately she is drawn towards it.
Since Michael fled from an over-dominant teacher in Vienna and a failure of his arm and hands to respond, Julia has married a civilized American banker from Boston who guided her away from retreat into deafness and encouraged her to play again. She also has a small son, and Seth's sensitive portrayal of his childish horror when he inadvertently lets slip details of his mother's deafness should serve to remind doctors that deafness is never to be seen as isolated within a patient: it affects entire families and their lifestyles to a very great extent.
Bach's Art ofFugue extends, as does the music itself, into many complications during the love affair. Its first appearance is as an encore (the first contrapunctus) at a Wigmore Hall Recital by the quartet, which seems curiously appropriate given the circumstances under which Julia and Michael have recently met. Agents and recording companies engage in manoeuvres to record the whole work by a string quartet. This involves some retuning of the second violin downwards, and the creation of a viola that can descend several semitones lower than usual. There is much erudition on the subject of Julia's successful switch of repertoire from Schuman to Bach, with the earlier composer's greater clarity of line. The reactions of the ensemble to the news of Julia's deafness are, sadly, everyday fodder for the deaf.
The Art of Fugue and its interplay of voices mirrors the relationships that exist between members of any instrumental ensemble. In this case there are constant tensions between Piers, first violin, gay and sometimes morose, always making observations that appear to be more hostile than they are; Helen, his sister, ambitious but uncomplicated, and Billy, the cellist, the only married member with a family, but a thwarted composer nonetheless, and a severe pedant over musical scholarship. The relationship between musicians and their means of livelihood becomes as obsessive as the moods of a human love affair. Piers bids recklessly for a violin at auction. Michael is given his Tononi violin by a benefactress-although it is almost lost to her grasping nephew. Throughout the novel Seth demonstrates that Julia's deafness does not remove her from wider human nature and prevent her feeling the intensities of human emotions-against the stereotypes which imply that disability somehow renders a person impervious.
There is another medical problem which is as obscure as the onset of Julia's deafness. This is the periodic collapse of control which overtakes Michael, the narrator, at moments of crisis. When Julia first emerges successfully from the Viennese performance of the Trout he experiences a paralysis, although it is clearly not a stroke since he is able to play in the ensuing and demanding item. When he learns that Julia is making the Art of Fugue her masterperformance he has a sudden breakdown and begins a long period of decline into music-making for television adverts and the like. Deliriously he imagines himself playing the violin at the bottom of Underground escalators, although we cannot be sure of fact or fiction. This hypersensitive condition where Michael is unable to force his body to do as he would like seems to mirror Julia's loss of control in the face of her own increasing deafness. This neurotic paralysis accords rather oddly with Michael's Rochdale upbringingthe cycling lad from a comprehensive school and an inartistic family imbued with a strong dose of Lancashire realism who is sufficiently hardy to take morning swims in the Serpentine but a few slight steps at any turning can lead to separations miles apart.
Julia is able to find an equal in the music of the eye ('that other ear of the musician' as Charles Gounod said) which is something better than mere imitation of other performances and shows an originality of interpretation that is itself creative. This novel will remain long in the memory. Dense and intense as it is with its parallels, its powerful portrayal of human nature and evocative musical imagery, one is left with the feeling that the protagonists will eventually survive the tumults of their brief reunion however painful the sum of its parts.
Editor's note Jessica Rees is the author of Sing a Song of Silence (Kensal Press, 1983 h/b; Macmillan, 1984 p/b), widely recommended as standard reading for otologists and people working with the deaf. She was medical editor of The European from 1990 to 1992.
